1. Aaron Noble and Warehouse 508 Youth Artists. Mural in latex.
2. Multiple pieces, interior of building. Visit culturenow.org for information on all pieces.
5. Multiple pieces. Interior of building. Visit culturenow.org for information on all pieces.
10. Sidewalk Society. Sculpture by Glenna Goodacre. Nine life-size bronze figures of people (including a businesswoman, a skateboarder, a Native American woman and child, and a cowboy) involved in a variety of activities on a sidewalk in downtown Albuquerque. COA Public Art Program
13. To Create the Beloved Community, by Artist Jerome Meadows. COA Public Art Program. Bronze, marble, concrete, installed 1994
14. Conductor, by Chris Stain. Mural in aerosol and housepaint
20. We Exist Somewhere Between Limbo and Purgatory, by Ernest Doty. Mural in aerosol and housepaint
27. Multiple pieces, interior of building. Visit culturenow.org for information on all pieces.
28. Multiple pieces, interior of building. Visit culturenow.org for information on all pieces.
29. The Seven Cities of Cibola. Multiple murals by Carl Von Hassler inside KiMo Theatre. Represent the mythical 'Seven Cities of Gold' searched for by Francisco Coronado during the time of the conquistadors. The murals are actual depictions of existing pueblos and ruins that still exist in the Southwest. For many years Von Hassler had a studio on the third floor of the KiMo Theatre.
30-34. Information forthcoming.
35. Madonna of the Trail. Sculpture by August Leimbach. COA Public Art Program. Cast stone, installed 1998. Large scale stone sculpture atop a large base depicts a pioneer woman wearing a bonnet with her two children and memorializes the mothers who went West in covered wagons.
36. Information forthcoming.
37. El Senador Dennis Chavez Memorial. Sculpture by Cynthia Rowland. COA Public Art Program. Bronze, installed 1999. Large scale stone sculpture atop a large base depicts a pioneer woman wearing a bonnet with her two children and memorializes the mothers who went West in covered wagons.
38. A Monument to Patriotism. Sculpture by Tara Jo McDonough (graduate of Amy Biehl High School.)
40. Information forthcoming.
41. Information forthcoming.
43. Information forthcoming.
44. Information forthcoming.